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Abstract
The past decade has seen a wealth of research on time series representations, because the manipulation, storage, and
indexing of large volumes of raw time series data is impractical. The vast majority of research has concentrated on representations that are calculated in batch mode and represent
each value with approximately equal fidelity. However, the increasing deployment of mobile devices and real time sensors
has brought home the need for representations that can be
incrementally updated, and can approximate the data with fidelity proportional to its age. The latter property allows us to
answer queries about the recent past with greater precision,
since in many domains recent information is more useful than
older information. We call such representations amnesic.
While there has been previous work on amnesic representations, the class of amnesic functions possible was dictated
by the representation itself. In this work, we introduce a
novel representation of time series that can represent arbitrary, user-specified amnesic functions. For example, a meteorologist may decide that data that is twice as old can tolerate
twice as much error, and thus, specify a linear amnesic function. In contrast, an econometrist might opt for an exponential
amnesic function. We propose online algorithms for our representation, and discuss their properties.
 Finally, we perform
datasets, and show
an extensive empirical evaluation on
that our approach can efficiently maintain a high quality amnesic approximation.

1 Introduction
Time series are one of the most frequently encountered
forms of data. Many applications in diverse domains, produce voluminous amounts of time series [29, 26]. Examples
of such applications exist in finance [29], medicine [21], meteorology, oceanography [26], manufacturing, network management [17], sensor networks [11], and other domains.
The sheer number and size of the time series we need to
manipulate in many of the real-world applications mentioned
above dictates the need for a more compact representation of
time series than the raw data itself. A plethora of representations have been proposed for time series approximation [19].

The problem of approximating time series becomes more
interesting and challenging in the context of streaming time
series, where data values are continuously generated, potentially forever. In this situation, we cannot apply approximation techniques that require knowledge of the entire series,
such as singular value decomposition [6] and most symbolic
approaches [2]. Furthermore, all current time series representations treat every point of the time series equally. This
means that, when computing the approximation, the time position of a point does not make a difference in the fidelity of
its approximation. This may be desirable for some applications, such as archiving, however, there exist many real world
situations where we would like to take into account the time
dimension in the approximation of the time series. The intuition behind this requirement may be stated as follows. While
we are willing to accept some margin of error in the approximation, we would like the most recent data to have low error,
and we would be more forgiving of error in older data. We
call this kind of time series approximation amnesic, since the
fidelity of approximation decreases with time, and it therefore
requires less memory for the events further in the past.
The potential utility of such a representation has been documented in many domains. Consider the following motivating
examples.
 The Environmental Observation and Forecasting System
[26] is a large-scale distributed system designed to monitor, model, and forecast wide-area physical processes
such as river systems. They note that in their current
model, the loss of a repeater station results in the loss
of real time information. Allowing the stations to record
some data to a buffer can mitigate this problem. However, since the station does not know how long it will be
offline and has a finite buffer, amnesic approximation is
the only logical way to record the data.
 NASA is developing robots to be used in an urban setting [15]. Typical applications include search and rescue, and inspection of hazardous environments. In many
situations, information about the path traversed must be
known if the robot is to back up to a more promising
avenue of exploration after reaching a dead end. Power
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and size constraints prohibit the robot from storing all
the data with perfect fidelity, so the utility of an amnesic
approximation has been noted for this domain [15].
 Hussain et al. [17] propose a framework for classifying
denial of service attacks using (among other things) temporal information. They explicitly note that the utility of
information is in proportion to its age.

Figure 2. Example of online amnesic approximation.
niques for computing special cases of amnesic approximations
of time series, as we discuss in Section 6, these solutions are
specific and rather restrictive in the variety of applications
they can accommodate. In particular, the types of amnesic
functions they can use are dictated by the representation of
the time series. In contrast, our framework is general and able
to operate with a wide class of amnesic functions, which are
defined by the user.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows.
 We introduce the notion of general amnesic functions.

Although this work suggests that the usefulness of data can
diminish with age, we note that the rate at which its utility decays depends on the application. The function that determines
the amount of error we can tolerate at each point in the time
series is called an amnesic function. Ideally, we would like
to allow arbitrary amnesic functions, so that we can match the
requirements of a wide variety of applications. For example, a
meteorologist may decide that data that is twice as old can tolerate twice as much error, and thus, specify a linear amnesic
function. In contrast, an econometrist using classic models
might well specify an exponential amnesic function. Figure 1 depicts an amnesic approximation of a static time series,
and the amnesic function that was used. Note that as we get
to older points (to the right) the approximation gets coarser.
In this paper, we describe a framework for online amnesic approximation of streaming time series. We characterize
the different classes of amnesic functions, and present corresponding algorithms for performing amnesic approximation.
We study two variations of the problem. First, the case when
we are interested in approximating the entire time series seen
so far. We refer to this case as the unrestricted window. Second, the sliding window case, where at any point in time, we
are only interested in a fixed number of the last values of the
time series. In Figure 2 we show how the approximation of
a time series changes as a function of time, for five different
timestamps. In this example, we use an unrestricted window
to approximate the Space Shuttle STS-57 dataset, using piecewise linear approximation with ten linear segments. The time
progresses form right to left (i.e., the most recent point is the
left-most point). We observe that the approximation of the
most recent points always remains accurate, while it gracefully degrades at each time step for the older points.
While some recent work [8, 5] has proposed tools and tech-

We present a taxonomy of these functions, discuss their
properties, and describe how they affect the solution of
the problem of online amnesic approximation.

 We formulate the above problem as an optimization
problem, where we wish to minimize the reconstruction
error given the available amount of memory for the approximation. We study two important variations of it,
namely, the unrestricted and the sliding window cases.
 We propose efficient algorithms for solving the above optimization problems. The time complexity of the algorithms we propose is independent of the size of the time
series. The time to process each new point is essentially
constant (logarithmic on the number of segments used in
the approximation). These are the first algorithms proposed for solving the general case of the problem.
 We present an extensive experimental evaluation of
our techniques, using more than 40 synthetic and real
datasets. The experiments show the applicability of our
approach, and the quality of solutions of our algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we give the necessary background. In Section 3 we introduce
some new terminology and formally define the problems we
study. The algorithms we propose are presented in Section 4,
and Section 5 discusses the experimental evaluation. Section 6
reviews related work, and Section 7 concludes the paper.
2

2 T
 ime Series Approximation
A time series,   , is a series of data points, each one arriving at a distinct time instance .    defines a range
of data points. When the total number of data points in the
time series,  , is known in advance, we call the time series
static, and we say that is has length  . When data points are
arriving continuously, in a streaming fashion, the value of 
represents the number of data points seen in the time series so
far, and we call the time series streaming. The focus of our
work is on streaming time series.
Several techniques have been proposed in the literature for
the approximation of time series, including Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) [25, 10], Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT),
Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA) [28], Discrete
Wavelet Transform (DWT) [23, 7], Adaptive Piecewise Constant Approximation (APCA) [6, 22], Piecewise Linear Approximation (PLA) [20], Piecewise Quadratic Approximation
(PQA), and others. Before we consider which of these representations is best suited for the task at hand, it is natural to ask
which is best, simply in terms of reconstruction accuracy. In
order to answer this question, we experimentally compare the
above approaches using manyreal-world datasets. We condiverse time series from the
ducted such an experiment on
UCR Time Series Data Mining Archive [1].
For our experiment, we randomly extracted a subsequence
of length  from each time series, and approximated it with
each of the representations under consideration, using a  to
 compression ratio. This was a fair comparison, using the
same amount of memory for each representation, and applying all possible optimizations for all representations. However, for the piecewise polynomial approaches, the optimal
representation requires quadratic time to produce, and we
used a well known near linear-time algorithm instead [18, 20].
We measured the quality of the approximation using the root
mean squared error. We repeated this procedure 
times,
averaged the results, and normalized the performance of each
representation by dividing
 by the best performing approach.
Finally we averaged all scores as shown in Table 1.
The results may appear surprising, because there is little
difference between all the approaches. In fact, similar results
have been documented elsewhere as well [19, 6]. The overall
conclusion from this experiment is the following. If we want
to choose a representation for the task of approximating time
series, then we should not choose the representation based on
approximation fidelity, but rather on other features.
One important feature may be the visual appearance of the
representation, since in many application domains we are interested in visualizing the time series. In Figure 3 we visually
compare all representations1 on an important and familiar example, an electrocardiogram. We show just one example for
brevity. For a fair comparison, we use an equal number of
bytes for each approach (as discussed above). Although the
1 We
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Figure 3. Comparison of (top to bottom) APCA, PLA,
PQA, DWT (Haar), and DFT (”koski ecg.dat” dataset [1]).

quality of visualization for a representation is subjective, we
feel that the PLA approach (second from top) is the best of the
approaches.
When considering the alternative representations in the
context of amnesic approximation, it is not obvious how some
of them can accommodate the requirements of this new environment. The DWT representation is intrinsically coupled
with approximating sequences whose length is a power of two,
which severely restricts the choices of amnesic functions. Using wavelets with sequences that have other lengths requires
ad-hoc measures that reduce the fidelity of the approximation,
and increase the complexity of the implementation. While
DFT has been successfully adapted to incremental computation [29], it is not clear that it can be adapted to perform amnesic approximation, since each DFT coefficient corresponds
to a global contribution to the entire time series. The same is
true for DCT as well.
In contrast to the above, the piecewise polynomial methods
offer several desirable properties for the task at hand. Much
is already known about their incremental calculation, and because each segment is independent of each other, we can reduce the fidelity of ”older” segments simply by merging them
with their neighbors, without affecting ”newer” segments.
The only question remaining is which piecewise polynomial
technique to use. We decide on PLA for the following reasons.
Piecewise linear approximations are already widely used and
accepted in the medical and financial domains [16, 21]. There
are many useful distance measures defined on PLA, including weighed measures [20], time warping [27], Markov model
based measures [12] and lower bounding approximations to
the Euclidean distance.

omit the result for DCT since it is indistinguishable from DFT.
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DFT
0.951

2.1

DCT
0.923

PAA
0.948

DWT (Haar)
0.948

DWT (Daub12)
0.902

APCA
0.893

PLA
0.940

PQA
0.927

Table 1. Comparison among various techniques for time series approximation.
Properties of PLA Approximation
process of merging two line segments into one.
Theorem 1 [Computing the New Line Segment.] The line
segment #-$/. * , built from the two line segments #-$ and # * , is the
same as the line segment # $D. * , built from the original points of
the time series2 . That is, #-$D. * 6 #-$/. * .

In PLA, we approximate the data points in a time series
using a number of linear segments whose ends need not be
contiguous [20]. The PLA approximation scheme has some
desirable properties that allow incremental computation of the
solution. These properties are necessary in order for the algorithm to be able to operate efficiently on large datasets. In the
following paragraphs we present these properties in the form
of theorems, and we discuss their applications in Section 4.
Assume we have  data points of a time series,   ,
 !" , and we use them to fit two line segments (using least squares). Let the first line, #%$ , approximate points
 to & , &(') , and the second line, #* , approximate points
&+, to  . In addition, suppose we use a single line segment
to approximate all the points  to  , call it #-$/. * . The above
three lines are depicted in the top graph of Figure 4. Related
to these three lines are the errors 0!1 #-$32 , 0!14# * 2 , and 0514#-$/. * 2 .
The error of a segment # is computed according to the for*
mula 0!14#%25687:9<;=>1? A@B# C2 , where  ranges over all
the points in segment # ,   is the value of point  in the time
series, and #  is the estimate for point  given by segment # .
Now imagine that we keep #-$ and # * , and throw away the
original  points, and that we want to use a single line segment to approximate all the original points. The construction
of this new line, #-$/. * , can be based only on the information in
# $ and #* , and we prove that # $/. * is the same as # $D. * . Since we
no longer have the original points, we assume that all  points
lie on line segments # $ and #* , and we build # $/. * based on this
assumption. This situation is depicted in the bottom graph of
Figure 4. The residual error of this new line is 0!1 # $D. *2 . Unlike
the previous cases, this is the error between the points on line
# $/. * and the points on lines # $ and #* . (Remember that line
#-$/. * is not calculated based on the original points of the time
series.) It turns out that we can also calculate 0!14# $D. *2 without
the need to refer to the original  points.
s

1

Theorem 2 [Computing the New Error.] The error of the
line segment approximating all the original data points can
be computed as the sum of the errors of the two individual
line segments, and the error between those two line segments
and the line calculated based on those two. That is, 0514# $/. *%2E6
0514#-$<2F+G0!1 # * 2F+G0!1 #-$D. * 2 .
Another interesting property of PLA is that for the computation of the error 051 #-$/. * 2 we do not need to process individually all the points corresponding to line segment # $D. * . We
can instead avoid the linear complexity of this procedure and
compute the value of 0!1 # $D. *2 in constant time, according to
the following lemma.
Lemma 1 [Computing the Error Between Two Segments.]
The error, 051 # $/. *2 , of a line segment, # $D. * , which was constructed from two line segments, #-$ and # * , can be computed
with a closed form formula3 in time HI1 2 , regardless of the
length of the line segments.
The intuition behind Lemma 1 is that we can compute the error between two lines as a summation over the corresponding
discrete points, by taking into account the offsets and slopes
of the two lines. The above formulation leads to a closed form
formula for the computation of the error.
The properties of PLA, presented in Theorems 1 and 2 and
Lemma 1, form the basis for the design of the online algorithms we propose. These properties enable our algorithms to
merge two line segments, and calculate exactly the resulting
line segment along with its residual error in constant time.

3 Problem Formulation

s

2

s

1,2

In the following paragraphs we establish some additional
terminology necessary for the rest of the paper. Then, we formally define the problems that we address with this work.
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3.1 Amnesic Functions
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As we mentioned earlier, we need a way to specify for each
point in time the amount of error allowed for the approximation of the time series. In order to achieve this goal, we use the
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Figure 4. Combining two regression lines.

2A

similar result has also appeared elsewhere [8].

3 The formula requires the introduction of additional notation, and we omit

We can now prove the following theorems regarding the

it due to lack of space.
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amnesic function J1?KL2 , which returns the acceptable approximation error for point KM6N OP@G , where O is the current
time, and is the time that point   arrived. The time O
refers to the time when the
 last data point arrived, and corresponds to position KG6
of the amnesic function.
Note that

the function J1?KL2 is only defined for KRQ , since SG O .
A key property that an amnesic function has to satisfy is
the monotonicity property.

cL
c2
c1
d1

d2

dL−1

(a) piecewise constant

Definition 1 [Monotonic Amnesic Functions.] An amnesic
function, J1CKT2 , is called monotonic if and only if J1CKT2,
J1?KU+V2 , for every value of K in its domain.

d1

d2

dL−1

(c) piecewise linear

The approximation of a time series is a lossy compression
technique, which by definition is irreversible. Thus, the monotonicity property poses a natural restriction in our setting. It
ensures that if at time we can tolerate some error 0XWD1C  Y2
in the approximation of point   , then we will not request an
approximation of the same point   with error 0ZWC[\1C  C2]'
0XWD1C  C2 , at any time ^`_, .
We now define a taxonomy of amnesic functions (refer to
Figure 5). As we discuss in the next section, each class in the
taxonomy has its own special characteristics, which have to
be taken into account when designing an efficient algorithm
for the amnesic approximation of time series.

(b) linear

(d) continuous

Figure 5. The different classes of amnesic functions.
Relative: A relative amnesic function determines the relative
approximation error we can tolerate for every point in
the time series. When we use a relative amnesic function, we essentially weight the error of some data point
by the inverse of the amnesic function corresponding to
that point, so that 0!1CKT260!1CKT2  J1CKL2 . For example,
the relative amnesic function ]J1CKT2c6K , specifies that
when we approximate a point that is twice as old, we will
accept twice as much error.
Absolute: An absolute amnesic function specifies, for every
point in the time series, the maximum allowable error for
the approximation. The error 0!1CKT2 , at point K , should
satisfy the inequality 0!1?KL2JJ1CKL2 .

Piecewise Constant: The piecewise constant function is the
simplest form that an amnesic function can assume (with
the exception of the constant function, which is a trivial
case, and we do not discuss it here). It has the following
general form.
dImon
, k]l
acbYde`fhg"i3j
j/p
qq/q
n
dAu
, rtsLj l
i/r

When we have to apply an amnesic function to a segment
# , we pick a single point from the segment, on which we apply
the amnesic function. Nevertheless, this computation refers to
the entire segment. Without loss of generality, for the rest of
this paper we assume that segment # is represented by its most
recent point,   = . Then, when we want to apply an amnesic
function to # , we simply consider the point of the amnesic
function corresponding to point   = . We can also apply more
elaborate schemes. For example, we could consider taking the
average value of the amnesic function corresponding to the
first, middle, and last points of # .

where v $%w 3 w v3x are constants, such that v $ 'y3',v<x .
We refer to each step of the function as a section, to distinguish it from the segments used in the approximation.
Linear: A linear function
has the general form: J1CKT2V6
z KU+M{ , z w {|_  .
Piecewise Linear: The general form of a piecewise linear
function with } sections is as follows.
dcR
dImon
, k]l
acbYd~ef(g" j
j
jDp
q/q/q
d]
n
dLu
 r
r , rtsLj l


where z 9o  w\ 2 , G} , {T$R_
, and { * 6
z $D~$E+M{T$ w 3 w { x 6 z x $D xT $S+|{ xT $ .

3.2 Problems for Amnesic Approximation
Under the assumptions discussed above, we want to maintain a PLA model  with  segments for a streaming time
series with an unrestricted window. More formally, we define
the following two problems.

Continuous: The amnesic functions of this class can take any
form not subsumed by the previous classes. The only
restriction is that the function is monotonic (according to
Definition 1). We do not require that these functions have
a closed form formula.

Problem 1 [Unrestricted Window with Relative Amnesic
(URA)] Given the number of segments  and a relative
amnesic function J1?KL2 , find an approximation  using
 segments that at each time step minimizes the error
051C RY2S6y79  $ 1?0!1 # 9 2  J1C O@ = 2\2 .

We also define two forms of amnesic functions, namely, the
relative, J1?KL2 , and the absolute, JcJ1CKT2 , amnesic functions.

Problem 2 [Unrestricted Window with Absolute Amnesic
(UAA)] Given an absolute amnesic function JcJ1CKT2 , construct
5

a model  with the minimum number of segments  , subject
to the constraints 0!1 # 9 2:JcJ1C O@ = 2 , X|: .

At each time step, the algorithm merges the consecutive
pair of segments whose merge will result in the least approximation error, among all possible merges. The pair of segments that should be merged, #£ and #£¢ $ , is given by the
heap structure ¤ . We merge those in one segment, # £ . £¢ $ ,
according to Theorems 1 and 2. Then we compute the approximation error that would result by merging the new segment
with each one of its two neighbors, #£ $ and #£¢F* , according to Lemma 1. We use these values for the errors to update
the heap ¤ , in order to reflect the new set of possible merges.
This merge results in a spare segment, which we assign to the
newly arrived point of the time series. Once again we have
to compute the approximation error when merging this segment with its neighbor, and update the heap ¤ . A high-level
description of the algorithm is depicted in Figure 6.

We are looking for online algorithms that, when a new
point arrives, they update the approximation model in sublinear time on the number of segments. Note that in the URA
and UAA problems the optimization objective is different. In
the URA problem we seek to minimize the approximation error given the memory space used by PLA, while in the UAA
problem we want to minimize the space used in the approximation given the maximum error allowed.
Following the definition of the problems for the unrestricted window, we now define the corresponding problems
for the case where we consider the sliding window model.
Problem 3 [Sliding window with Relative Amnesic (SRA)]
Given a sliding window of length , the number of segments
 and a relative amnesic function J1?KL2 , find an approximation  using  segments that at each time step minimizes the
error 051C Oc¡I¢ $- O Y2E6 7 9  $ 1?0!1 # 9 2  ]J1C O @ =  22 .

¥ be a min-priority queue on the approximation errors resulting from
merging each pair of consecutive segments;
2 let ¦¨§ª©ª« be a time-event queue;
3 procedure GrAp-R()
4
when a new point, ¬¨ ®¯ , of the time series arrives at time °?±
5
pick the minimum element from ¥ , and merge the corresponding
segments, ²³ and ² ³S´ , into a new segment ² ³¶µ ³S´ ;
j
j
6
update ¥ with the errors of merging ² ³¶µ ³S´ with its two
j
neighboring segments;
7
assign a new segment, ²\·A¸ ¹»º , to the newly arrived point, ¬¨ ®¯ ;
8
update ¥ with the error of merging ²·¼¸ ¹»º with its neighboring
segment;
9
ManageEvents( ¦¨§ , °?± , ²\³ , ² ³S´ , ² ³¶µ ³S´ );
j
j
10 return;
1 let

Problem 4 [Sliding window with Absolute Amnesic
(SAA)] Given a sliding window of length , and an absolute
amnesic function JcJ1?KL2 , construct a model  with the
minimum number of segments  , subject to the constraints
0!1 # 9 2JJ1C O @ =  2 , X|: .

4 Algorithms for Amnesic Approximation
We now describe algorithms for the URA and SRA problems. In the experimental evaluation we show that our algorithms perform very close to optimal. At the end of the section, we briefly discuss solutions for UAA and SAA.

Figure 6. The skeleton of the GrAp-R algorithm
The GrAp-R algorithm also makes use of a time-event
queue 0 . This structure keeps track of the way that the dependencies among the segments used for the approximation
change as a result of the amnesic function. The procedure
that manages these dependencies is ManageEvents(), and we
describe it in more detail in the next paragraphs.
In the following subsections we elaborate on the way the
framework of the GrAp-R algorithm described above changes
when we consider the different classes of amnesic functions.
We discuss the specific details of each case, and present the
time and space complexities of the solutions we propose.

4.1 Unrestricted Window with Relative Amnesic
4.1.1 Optimal Solution
The optimal solution for the URA problem can be obtained using dynamic programming [4]. Note that in order to get the
optimal solution in a streaming environment, we have to run
the dynamic programming algorithm every time that a new
data point arrives. The reason is that we cannot reuse the
computations made during the previous step, because the amnesic function causes the approximation error of each point,
and their interrelationships, to change at every time step. The
time complexity for the dynamic programming algorithm is
HI1? * 2 , which renders this approach inapplicable for the
online version of the problem. Nevertheless, in the experimental section we show that our algorithms always find a solution that is very close to optimal.

4.1.3 Piecewise Constant Amnesic Functions
When the amnesic function belongs to the class of piecewise
constant functions, a change to the relative ordering of the pair
of segments that should be merged during the next step of the
algorithm only happens when a segment crosses a discontinuity between two sections of the amnesic function.
abYdef¾u
Example
k]l
dBm¿¾ 1 Assume
abYdeÀwe
fhave
ÁudBthe
Â¿¾ amnesic function ½
k and ½
k . Let Ã j µ Ä and ÃDÅµ Æ be two pairs
of segments, d
candidates
forfN
merging,
that, at the current
f¿Ç
do
È
b
ectime,
f(Á are
É
Ã
at b positions
and
,
and
have
errors
and
µ
Ä
efÈ
j
É Ã Åµ Æ
, respectively (Figure 7(a)). Then, their relative errors

4.1.2 The GrAp-R Algorithm
In this section we present the skeleton of our algorithm, GrApR, for solving the URA problem.
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b

eÊ

ab?ÇefNÁ

b

eÊ

acb?ÈefËÈ

are É Ã j µ Ä ½
and É ÃDÅµ Æ ½
, which means
that ÃDÅµ Æ is the first candidate for merging.d
However,
after
three time
f¾
instances,
when
first
gets
to
the
point
,
its
error
becomes
Ã
µ
Ä
k
b
eÊ acb¾ e>j fV¾m
b
eÊ acb?ÌeÍf:È
(Figure 7(b)). Thus,
É Ã j µÄ ½
k
É ÃDÅµ Æ ½
Ã j µ Ä is now the candidate pair for merging.
s 3,4

s 1,2

s 3,4

4

of HI142 , and HI142 is the overall space complexity of the
algorithm as well.
At each time unit, the algorithm can pick from the heap
the pair of segments to merge, and identify in the time-event
queue the segments that cross a discontinuity, in HI1\2 time.
The time to merge two segments is constant, because of the
Theorems 1 and 2, and Lemma 1. The time to update the
heap is HI1CÔÕÖ¶2 , and, since the size of the time-event queue
is HI1?2 , the time to insert or delete an event from the queue
is HI1CÔÕÖ¶2 (when the queue is implemented using skiplists
[24], or any other equivalent data structure that offers logarithmic search times). Thus, the overall time complexity for
Ø
each iteration is HI1CÔÕÖ¶2 .
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7. Event example for piecewise constant.

In order to keep track of these changes, we need to maintain the heap ¤ , and, in addition, a time-event queue 0 . The
heap ¤ determines the next pair of segments that should be
merged. The queue 0 flags the times at which the segments
cross a discontinuity in the amnesic function (remember that
during these computations we assume that each segment is
represented by its most recent point). When this happens, we
update the position of the segment in the heap, and we compute the next time that it will cross a discontinuity. Figure 8
shows the ManageEvents() procedure for the case of piecewise constant amnesic functions. The GrAp-R algorithm remains as discussed earlier.

Both the procedure ManageEvents() and Theorem 3 assume that only a single segment is crossing a discontinuity
at each time step. The extension of the algorithm to handle
multiple segments is straightforward. However, note that the
above situation does not arise often, especially when more
than a few segments are involved. Hence, its impact on the
performance is very small. The same arguments hold for all
the algorithms described in the rest of this section.
4.1.4 Linear Amnesic Functions
In the case of linear amnesic functions, each event in 0
specifies the time at which the relative ordering of the merging
error of two pairs of segments changes. It turns out that, if we
know the approximation error of each segment and the closed
formula of the amnesic function, we can compute the times at
which these changes will occur. We refer to those times as the
crosspoints.
abYde]f)d
Example
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k
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Thus, Ã Åµ Æ is now the candidate pair for merging.

1 proc ManageEvents(queue ¦¶§ , time ° , segments ² ³ , ² ³S´ , ² ³¶µ ³S´ )
j
j
2
remove from ¦¨§ any events corresponding to segments ² ³ and ² ³S´ ;
j
3
if (next event Î in ¦¨§ is scheduled for time °TÏI°CÐ¶Ñ°ÒÓ )
4
remove Î , related to segments ² Ð µ and ² Ð µ Ä , from ¦¨§ ;
j
5
update in ¥ the position of the pair ²Ð µ and ²Ð µ Ä ;
j
6
compute the new time when the pair ² Ð µ and ² Ð µ Ä will cross a
j
discontinuity;
7
insert in ¦¨§ the new event (if any);
8
insert in ¦¨§ any new dependencies identified concerning ² ³¶µ ³S´ ;
j
9
return;

Figure 8. The ManageEvents() procedure for piecewise
constant amnesic functions.

The following theorem states the space and time complexity of the algorithm.

s 3,4

Theorem 3 The space complexity of GrAp-R with a piecewise constant amnesic function is HI142 , and the time complexity to process each new point is HI1CÔÕÖ¶2 .
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Figure 9. Event example for piecewise constant.

Proof: The algorithm needs HI1?2 space to store the  segments used in the approximation. A heap structure is used to
determine the pair of segments that will be merged at each
step of the algorithm. The heap requires HI1?2 space to store
the ×@ adjacent pairs of segments. Finally, we must keep
track of the times when segments cross a discontinuity of the
amnesic step function. At each point in time we only need
to maintain in the time-event queue one such event for every
segment. Therefore, the queue has a worst space complexity

Consider the general case, where we have a linear relative
amnesic function, J1?KL2¨6 z K+ª{ , and we want to compute
the time when the relative ordering of segments #-$ and # * will
change. (In fact, each one of #-$ and # * represents the merge
of a pair of segments.) Let 0!14#-$2 and 0!14# * 2 be the approximation errors for # $ and #* , respectively. Finally, assume that
=ß is the time when # $ was created. This time is defined as
the time when the most recent point of # $ arrived. We define
7

=à in a similar way. Then, their crosspoint, \á , is given by the
following equation.
b e
b e
f
É Ã
É Ã Ä
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â
5â
b ã ç æ5e
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É Ã j
É Ã3Ä â
We only consider the positive solutions of this equation.
Note that it may be the case that their relative ordering never
changes, that is, there is no positive solution. Furthermore,
we do not need to compute the crosspoint of each segment
with all the others. It suffices to consider only the segments
stored in neighboring nodes in the heap ¤ , and maintain these
dependencies up to date as the heap changes. We now give
upper bounds on the number of crosspoint computations that
we have to perform as a result of changes in ¤ . All these
computations can be performed in constant time according to
Equation 1.

Proof: The algorithm requires HI1?2 space to store the 
segments and the heap, and HI1ê 0!ê 2 space for the time-event
queue.
At each iteration, the time to find the pair of segments
to merge, and the segment that has reached a crosspoint, is
HI1\2 . We need HI1?ÔÕÖ¶2 time to update the heap after those
changes, and Lemmata 3 and 2 state that there is only a small
constant number of computations that we have to perform. We
also need to update the queue, which takes HI1CÔÕÖ]ê 0!ê 2 time.
Therefore, the overall time complexity for each iteration is
HI1?ÔÕÖ¶ë+GÔÕÖcê 0!ê 2 .
Ø
4.1.5 Piecewise Linear Amnesic Functions
Assume that the amnesic function is comprised of } sections.
Then, we treat each section separately, as in the case of linear amnesic functions discussed above. We maintain } heaps,
one for each section, and a single time event queue. The timeevent queue, in addition to keeping track of all the crosspoints,
also maintains the times at which a segment moves from one
section to another. The above } heaps carry local information, as to which is the best pair of segments to merge within
each section. Then, at each iteration of the algorithm, it is
easy to determine the overall best pair of segments to merge,
either by performing a linear scan of the top element of the }
heaps, or by maintaining a heap of those } elements. For all
practical purposes, } is relatively small, in the order of a few
dozens. Therefore, a linear scan is sufficiently fast, and avoids
the need for maintaining the extra heap structure, which in the
worst case has time complexity HI1?}ÔÕÖ¶}¶2 . For the rest of
this work, we only consider the linear scan approach.
The following theorem gives the space and time complexity of the algorithm.

Lemma 2 Assume we have processed a crosspoint, and the
heap has been updated. The possible crosspoints we have to
compute are no more than .
Lemma 3 Assume two segments have merged, and the heap
has been updated. The possible crosspoints we have to compute are no more than èCÔÕÖ¨Ré+V .
The above lemmata guarantee that the work we have to do
every time the heap changes is minimal. The ManageEvents()
procedure for the case of linear amnesic functions is depicted
in Figure 10.

1 proc ManageEvents(queue ¦¶§ , time ° , segments ² ³ , ² ³S´ , ² ³¶µ ³S´ )
j
j
2
remove from ¦¨§ any events corresponding to segments ² ³ and ² ³S´ ;
j
3
if (next event Î in ¦¨§ is scheduled for time °TÏI° Ð Ñ°ÒÓ )
4
remove Î , related to segments ²\Ð µ and ²\Ð µ Ä , from ¦ ;
j
5
swap in ¥ the positions of ² Ð µ and ² Ð µ Ä ;
j
6
compute crosspoints between ² Ð µ and ² Ð µ Ä and all their
j
new neighbors (i.e., parent and children nodes) in ¥ ;
7
insert in ¦¨§ events for any new crosspoints identified;
8
insert in ¦¨§ any new crosspoints identified concerning ² ³¨µ ³S´ ;
j
9
return;

Theorem 5 The space complexity of GrAp-R with a piecewise linear amnesic function is HI1?ì+¿ê 0!ê 2 , and the time
complexity to process each new point is HI1?}V+h}!ÔÕÖ  x +
ÔÕÖ]ê 05ê 2 .
Proof: We assume that an equal number of segments corresponds to each section of the amnesic function4. The algorithm requires HI1?2 space for storing the  segments and
the } heaps (since all the heaps combined store HI142 values).
The space required by the time-event queue accounts for the
second term in the complexity function. This space is equal to
the number of crosspoints and the number of events related to
segments moving from one section to the next. Therefore, we
need HI1?í+Pê 0!ê 2 space in total.
In terms of time, the algorithm at each iteration
needs HI1?ÔÕÖ]ê 0!ê 2 time to update the time-event queue,
HI14}ÔÕÖ  x 2 time to update the } heaps, and HI14}¶2 time to
pick the best pair of segments to merge.
Ø

Figure 10. The ManageEvents() procedure for linear amnesic functions.

The problem of keeping track of the crosspoints is reminiscent of the work in the area of kinetic data structures [3],
where bounds are given on the number of crosspoints that
need to be considered. However, the above work examines
only linear motion, and does not apply to our problem. In
practice, the size of 0 , ê 0!ê , remains small, and does not
affect the performance of our algorithms.
The complexity of the algorithm is as follows.

4 This assumption is realistic because of the following observation. The
sections of the amnesic function that refer to the newer values of the time
series will tend to be of finer granularity and encompass a smaller portion of
the time series than the sections referring to the older values. Yet, they will
require a higher ratio of segments per data point, since the requirements for
accuracy in the newer data points is higher than that for the older ones.

Theorem 4 The space complexity of GrAp-R with a linear
amnesic function is HI14N+,ê 05ê 2 , and the time complexity to
process each new point is HI1?ÔÕÖ¶ +MÔÕÖcê 0!ê 2 .
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and consequently never fall out of the boundaries of the sliding window. The following lemma addresses this question.

4.1.6 Continuous Amnesic Functions
When the amnesic function is continuous, we identify two
cases. First, the amnesic function has a closed form formula.
In this case, we can compute the crosspoints of the segments,
and we proceed as with the linear amnesic functions. Second, when the amnesic function does not have a closed form
formula, we replace the continuous function with a piecewise
linear approximation using } sections. Then, we proceed as
with the piecewise linear amnesic functions. We construct
} heaps, and search in those for the best pair of segment to
merge. Since the resulting amnesic function is an approximation of the original function, instead of examining only the top
element from each heap, we consider the top- î elements. We
calculate the exact error (i.e., based on the continuous amnesic
function) of those elements, and pick the best pair of segments
among them. This technique proves to work very well, even
for small î . We defer further discussion to the full version of
this paper.
The following theorem gives the space and time complexity of the algorithm (the proof is similar to the case of piecewise linear amnesic functions).

Lemma 4 The last segment of model  will never grow to
represent the entire set of points beyond the end of the sliding
window.
The above lemma guarantees that a sliding window amnesic approximation will never degenerate to an unrestricted
window approximation of the time series, but does not give us
a bound on the size of the last segment. In Section 5 we experimentally show that the size of the last segment is always
relatively small.

4.3 Algorithms for Absolute Amnesic Functions
When we use absolute amnesic functions, there is no restriction in the number of segments that we may use for the approximation. Furthermore, we can calculate the time when a
neighboring pair of segments will be eligible to merge. Hence,
in this case we do not have to keep track of the segments
whose merge will result in the least additional error, and subsequently, there is no need to maintain a heap structure on the
adjacent pairs of segments, as we did for the case of the relative amnesic functions.
The algorithms for the UAA and SAA problems are based
on the corresponding algorithms presented for the relative amnesic functions. The only difference, as discussed above, is
that there is no need for a priority queue structure. We do not
discuss these algorithms any further, due to lack of space.

Theorem 6 Assume we approximate a continuous amnesic
function with } piecewise linear sections. Further, assume
that we consider the top- î elements of each heap in order to
identify the best pair of segments to merge. Then, the space
complexity of GrAp-R with a continuous amnesic function is
HI1?×+(ê 0!ê 2 , and the time complexity to process each new
point is HI14î-}+G}ÔÕÖ  x +|ÔÕÖcê 0!ê 2 .

4.2 Sliding Windows With Relative Amnesic

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section we discuss algorithms that solve the online
amnesic approximation problem for a sliding window of a
streaming time series. Assume a sliding window of size ,
and that we use PLA to build a build an approximation model
 with  segments. We refer to the side of the sliding window from which new points enter the window as the start of
the sliding window. We call end of the sliding window the
side from where points exit, and last segment, the segment of
 that approximates the points of the series at the end of the
sliding window.
The skeleton of the algorithms for the sliding windows case
is the same as the one presented in the previous section, for
the amnesic approximation of time series in an unrestricted
window. The only difference is that we now have to adjust
the approximation such that there is no segment that refers to
data points beyond the end of the sliding window. In order to
achieve this goal, we simply discard the last segment as soon
as it gets entirely out of the sliding window, and we reuse it
at the start of the window. Observe though, that the amnesic
function is more tolerable to the approximation error towards
the end of the sliding window. Then, a question that arises
naturally is whether it is possible for the last segment to continue growing by merging with the second to last segment,

We implemented our algorithms and conducted a series
of experiments to evaluate their efficiency. We also implemented the optimal algorithm, using dynamic programming,
and the traditional BottomUp algorithm for PLA [18], to compare against our techniques.
In order to evaluate our algorithms, we
 used an extensive set of real-world datasets. These are
datasets coming
from diverse fields, including finance, medicine, biometrics,
chemistry, astronomy, robotics, networking and industry, and
covering the complete spectrum of stationary/non-stationary,
noisy/smooth, cyclical/non-cyclical, symmetric/asymmetric,
etc. [1]. When not explicitly
mentioned, the results reported

are averages over all datasets. Some of the datasets used in
our experiments are illustrated in Figure 11. For all the experiments shown here, we employed a piecewise linear amnesic
function. The results for other amnesic functions are similar.

5.1 Comparison to BottomUp
In the first set of experiments, we compare the performance
of GrAp-R to BottomUp, which is essentially a comparison
between an online and the corresponding offline algorithm.
9

In Figure 13, we depict ï0 as a function
of  and  , for

the unrestricted window model. Using  segments, our algorithm performs within
 h@M
   of the offline algorithm, for
@ 

streams of length 
points (Figure 13(a)). Though,
for increasing  we observe a very slow build-up of the relative error. In the experiment of Figure 13(b), the number of
segments we use is   ,  , and 
  of  . In this case, where
the ratio    remains fixed, ï0 remains relatively stable
as we increase  . In both cases, our algorithm performs better
as the number of segments increases.

Figure 11. Some of the datasets used in our experiments.
Figure 12 depicts the approximation error and computation time for GrAp-R and BottomUp, for a single dataset. (We
get similar graphs for all the datasets we used in our experi
ments.) We use the unrestricted window model and  segments, and we report the error and time as a function of the
window size. Our online algorithm consistently provides approximations that are very close to those found by the offline
algorithm. At the same time our algorithm is much faster,
requiring only constant time for processing every new point
(actually, as we discussed in Section 4, the time is logarithmic
to  , but independent of  ). On the other hand, BottomUp
has time complexity HI14(ÔÕÖ¨o2 .
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Figure 13. Comparison of the approximation error be-
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tween GrAp-R and BottomUp (unrestricted window).
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Figure 14 shows the speedup that our algorithm achieves,
which translates to one or two orders of magnitude faster execution than the offline algorithm (for the experiments we ran).
We observe that the speedup increases significantly for decreasing  . This is because the amount of work that GrAp-R
does remains almost constant (depends on ÔÕÖ¨ ), while BottomUp requires lots of extra effort for smaller values of  . As
expected, the speedup gets larger when we increase  .
We also run the same experiments for the sliding window
model. Figure 15 illustrates the results for the speedup, which
in this case is mainly a function of the window size (  does
not seem to affect the speedup in this case, because of the
particular choices
of  and the window size). The GrAp-R

algorithm is  
@  times faster than BottomUp. The results
for the error are similar to those for the unrestricted window
model, and are omitted due to space restrictions.
The trends for the error and time remain the same as we increase  and  . All the above results show that the online algorithm achieves considerable benefits in terms of speed while
losing little in approximation accuracy, when compared to the
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1000
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Figure 12. Typical progression of error (top) and time
(bottom) for GrAp-R and BottomUp, for a single dataset
(unrestricted window).

In the next set of experiments, we quantify the differences
in the performance of the two algorithms. We report the cumulative relative error, ï]0 , which measures the relative increase in the cumulative error when using GrAp-R.
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The second measure of interest is the speedup, which measures hom many times faster GrAp-R is when compared to
BottomUp.
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5.2 Comparison to Optimal

|Stream| = 1000
|Stream| = 2000
|Stream| = 3000

In this section we investigate how our techniques compare
to the optimal algorithm, Opt, implemented with dynamic programming. Unfortunately, due to the high time complexity of
the optimal algorithm, this experiment is only possible for relatively small datasets.

We use the same set of
datasets and perform the experiment as follows. From each dataset, we randomly extract a
subsequence of length  , and segment it into  ,  , and
 segments, using both algorithms under consideration. We
measure the relative increase in error for the BottomUp algo0  WYW 
£ A@c
0  W 2  
0  W . A zero value for
rithm, defined as 14
the relative error means that BottomUp has found the optimal
solution. For each dataset, and each number of segments, we
average the results over  randomly extracted
subsequences,

and then average the relative error over all datasets. The results are shown in Table 2. They clearly suggest that we lose
little by using BottomUp as opposed to Opt, since BottomUp
finds solutions very close to optimal. Consequently, based on
the experiments we presented in the previous paragraphs, we
can safely conclude that GrAp-R performs close to optimal, as
well. Finally, the last column of the table reports how much
slower Opt executes (more than two orders of magnitude), and
illustrates the inapplicability of the optimal algorithm for an
online environment.
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Figure 14. Speedup of GrAp-R against BottomUp (unrestricted window).
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Figure 15. Speedup of GrAp-R against BottomUp (sliding
window).
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Table 2. Comparison between BottomUp and optimal.

6 Related Work

offline algorithm.
With the next experiment, we address a question that was
raised in light of Lemma 4. In the sliding window model,
we temporarily allow the last segment of the approximation
model to grow beyond the end of the window, until it completely falls out of the boundaries of the window and we discard it. Figure 16 depicts the average number of points outside
the sliding window that are represented by the last segment,
as a percentage of the window size. In all the cases we tested,
this number ranges between  @
  , and therefore, is not
a restricting factor for our representation.

There exists an extensive literature in the area of time series approximation [19]. Some of the representations that have
been proposed include the Fourier transform [10, 25], many
different wavelets [23, 7], piecewise polynomials [28, 6], singular value decomposition [6] and symbolic approximations
[2]. Many of the above approximation techniques have been
adapted to work in an online fashion. For example, piecewise
constant approximation can be created online with little loss
of accuracy [22], as well as DFT [29]. Most of other time
series representations have been, or could trivially be, calculated in an incremental fashion [18]. There has also appeared
work on data stream summarization, using wavelets [13] and
histograms [14]. Cohen and Strauss [9] present a framework
for maintaining time-decaying stream aggregates, such as sum
and average.
Chen et al. [8] describe a framework for multi-dimensional
regression analysis of time series with a tilt time frame. Yet,
they do not explicitly tailor their representations to match different amnesic functions. Bulut and Singh proposed using
wavelets to represent ”data streams which are biased towards
the more recent values” [5], and successfully implemented
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Figure 16. Number of excess points represented by
GrAp-R (sliding window).
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their method. Although the bias to more recent values can be
seen as a special case of an amnesic function, the particular
function is dictated by the hierarchical nature of the wavelet
transform. Our work removes all the restrictions inherent in
the above approaches. The framework we propose takes into
account the form of the amnesic function as an integral part of
the problem, and provides an effective and efficient solution
for a much more general class of amnesic functions.

[11]

[12]

[13]

7 Conclusions
We have introduced the first method to allow the online
approximation of streaming time series, which allows arbitrary, user-defined reduction of quality with time. This kind
of approximation is of increasing importance in many diverse
application domains, such as mobile and real-time devices.
We justified our choice of representation with extensive comparisons to competing techniques, and described how we can
adapt to allow arbitrary amnesic functions for streaming data.
We empirically
 evaluated our algorithms with extensive experdifferent datasets. The results show that our aliments on
gorithms offer significant performance improvements over the
direct computational approach, while maintaining the quality
of the approximation close to optimal. Possible directions for
future work include supporting indexed similarity search and
other queries on our representation.
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